AD 22ND ERA (1051 – 1100 AD): 22ND SIGN CRUX “EVIL PREVAILS: UPRIGHT CUT OFF”

**STAR PROPHEXY**

Crux has the Hebrew name Adom which means ‘Cut-Off’. The sign is in the shape of the Roman Cross (and the Hebrew letter Tau).

Star names have been lost.

Coalsack is the most prominent dark nebula in the sky. A dark nebula is a dark patch in the otherwise bright Milky Way. It is caused by interstellar dust so thick star light cannot shine through it.

Crux is located in the deep south of the stellar sky. It is sometimes called the ‘Southern Cross’ because it is only visible south of the equator.

There is a strong Christian connection to this sign but it could apply to any people who declare faith in God but behave abominably.

It is a bad sign: those who boast in the Cross, emblazon the Cross on their shields, and decorate their churches with Crosses behave with the most extreme sinfulness and deny the Lord Jesus Christ in every thought, word, and deed. Beyond hypocrisy: it is apostasy.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

So many examples of Evil Prevailing at this time.

1053 AD Pope leads troops into battle: defeated by Normans: (so much for papal infallibility)

1054 AD Great Schism: Catholics and Orthodox excommunicate each other (see graphic above)

1055 AD Bagdad falls to Seljuks

1056 AD Muslims expel 300 Christians from Jerusalem: forbid Europeans from Ch. Holy Sepulchre

1057 AD William the Conqueror defeats France

1066 AD Battle of Hastings: William Conqueror is King

1070 AD Norman Clergy replaces English Clergy

1071 AD Earl of Mercia killed: land to Normans

1073-77 AD Turks capture Ankara; Jerusalem, Nicea.

1095 AD Pope Urban Launches 1st Crusade

1098 AD Crusaders Massacre Antioch Civilians

1099 AD Crusaders Capture Jerusalem